Clarification of substrate specificity of papain by crystal analyses of complexes with covalent-type inhibitors.
In order to investigate the stereo specificity of papain Sn subsites (n = 1-4) at the atomic level, two kinds of covalent-type inhibitors were designed based on the previous results on papain-E-64 and papain-E-64-c interactions, and their complex crystals with papain were analyzed by X-ray diffraction. The results show that the hydrophobic regions consisting of Val-133, Val-157 and Asp-158 and of Tyr-61, Gly-66 and Tyr-67 residues interact with the hydrophobic P2 and P3 side chains of inhibitors, thus indicating the function of the former and latter binding pockets as S2 and S3 subsites, respectively. Furthermore, the X-ray analysis suggests that the papain has no definite Sn subsite of n > or = 4, and the S3-P3 hydrophobic interaction is significantly affected by the Pn side chain (n > or = 4) of both the substrate and the inhibitor.